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> Boom section 

 

For the IRON series, the section of the boom is formed by an integral metal sheet in the outer area and a C profile 
in the inner area, an ideal solution in terms of great strength and overall lightness. 

 

 

> Paint process 

All loader components are subject to a preparation cycle prior to painting, consisting of: sand-blasting , phosphating and 
pickling treatments. After this, the components are primed and finally powder coated. A long process that assures ideal results 
in terms of paint finish and protection against weathering agents. 
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> Joystick remote control 
Single lever Joystick 
The single lever Joystick allows the operator to control, in an 
easy and precise way, all functions of the front loader. The 
lever is also provided with a safety system meant to prevent 
accidental movements. 

Single lever Joystick 
(with optional selector 3rd and 4th services) 

Optional electric push-buttons allow the operator to control 
electro-hydraulic selectors for the operation of implements with 
additional hydraulic services. 

  

  



Electronic joystick (TC SPEED) 

This is a proportional electronic control conforming to CAN 
BUS technology. The joystick is fully ergonomic and, thanks to 
the reduced dimensions, it can be easily placed on the armrest 
of the tractor seat for full accessibility and ease of operation.  
Besides standard loader functions such as lift/lower and 
tip/crowd it is possible to select the 4th float function (a 
standard feature with this type of joystick control), to adjust the 
speed of each single operation and sensitivity, to pilot electro-
hydraulic selectors for additional hydraulic services. On top of 
this, there are push buttons for the Fast/Slow operation and 
emergency control. 
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> Front loader - Implement coupling 

Loader quick-release system (VELOTAK) 

Innovative loader/tractor quick-release system. No tools 
required, only a simple movement of a lever placed on the side 
of the frame is sufficient to complete fitting/unfitting operation 
of the loader in a few seconds (around 90 seconds for the 
fitting, and 100 seconds for the removal). The device is 
designed for full passive safety.  
Support legs are fitted with a fine-adjust system to ensure full 
stability in all conditions. 
All SIGMA 4 models are equipped with this feature. 

 

 
Implement quick-release system 

Designed to allow the easy and quick change of implements. 
The loader is supplied, on a standard basis, with the original 
heavy-duty SIGMA 4 implement fitting system. Alternatively, a 
ÒEUROÓ system conforming to ISO 23206 norms can be 
supplied to receive all implements manufactured by third 
parties and conforming to these norms (standard for UK). 



 
Implement hydraulic 
quick-release system 

Designed for extra comfort, the change of implements can be 
controlled, in full safety, from the tractor seat. 
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> Hydraulics and accumulators 

FLASH connector (optional) 
 
The FLASH multi-connector device allows the operator to easily and 
quickly connect/disconnect, with a single operation, all hydraulic lines, 
thus avoiding possible connection errors.  
The device is fitted as a standard on TITANIUM model, while it is an 
option on the GOLD and STEEL models and the IRON range 

3rd and 4th services 
 
It allows the use of implements with additional 
hydraulic requirements. 

 

 
Anti-Bounce system GENIUS¨ 
Two anti-shock accumulators provide enhanced comfort and safety 
during loading and transport phases.  
The picture below shows the difference with and without the benefits 
offered by the anti-bounce system: shocks and stress on all 
components are significantly reduced when using GENIUS and the 
benefits are enhanced as the speed and load increase. 
The GENIUS system is a great achievement in terms of safety, 
operator's comfort and reduced stress for tractor tires and front drive 
components. 
It is a standard feature on GOLD and TITANIUM models and an option 
on STEEL and on the IRON range. 
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> Subframes and self-levelling 

 
Subframes 

Subframes are a significant achievement for SIGMA 4 and a 
reference for everybody in the industry.  
They are connected to the tractor main frame in 3 points (front 
axle, bell-housing/gearbox area, rear axle) for an ideal 
distribution of loads, a solution that offers the best in terms of 
rigidity and ruggedness of the unit, for unsurpassed 
performance. Every tractor has a proper mounting subframe. 
Particular care is also put in the design of mounting solutions 
for full accessibility to tractor for standard service operations, 
without having to remove any parts. 
Steering angles are not impaired and full compatibility is 
assured with mudguards, front linkages, different types of pick-
up hitches and cabs. 

 
Mechanical Self-levelling 

The mechanical self-levelling system is supplied as standard on 
the IRON M and GOLD versions. By means of this system, the 
load is held in the same position throughout the full travel of the 
boom, resulting in an increased lift capacity. 
The variable geometry parallel linked system creates large 
working angles, thus enhancing performances and ease of 
operation. 
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